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This paper presents the design of a pose estimation method for autonomous robotic
proximity operations with an uncooperative target using a single infrared camera and a
simple three-dimensional model of the target. Specifically, the presented method makes
use of the so-called SoftPOSIT algorithm to solve the model-to-image registration problem.
This particular method is found to be most useful for ranges where surface features are
not well resolved, that is, from approximately 30 to 500 meters. The proposed solution is
validated in preliminary numerical simulations using low-resolution CAD models of Envisat
and ISS that emulate IR images, and obtained results are reported and discussed.

I.

Introduction

A

utonomous proximity operations are widely recognized as an important technological capability that
enables various spacecraft missions, such as rendezvous and docking, re-supply, on-orbit servicing, inspection, orbital debris removal, and space structure assembly.1 Over the last few decades, autonomous proximity operations have been demonstrated in space for International Space Station (ISS) re-supply missions
through the Russian Progress and Soyuz, the Japanese H-II Transfer Vehicle, and the European Automated
Transfer Vehicle (ATV) cargo spacecraft. More recently, SpaceX’s Dragon and Orbital Sciences’ Cygnus
spacecraft have also completed rendezvous and docking maneuvers with the ISS. Other notable experimental missions validating proximity operation technologies include JAXA’s ETS-VII2 and Boeing’s Orbital
Express (OE). Unfortunately, the aforementioned missions dealt with a cooperative target, i.e., spacecraft
equipped with known fiducial markers. This greatly facilitated real-time pose estimation process; one of the
key enabling-technologies for autonomous proximity operations that determines the relative states between
the chaser and the target vehicles. For example, OE advanced video guidance sensor (AVGS) used photogrammetric algorithms to determine the six-degrees-of-freedom pose, i.e., the three-dimensional relative
position and orientation between both vehicles. Laser diodes were also used to illuminate retro-reflective
markers installed on the target spacecraft, to filter other light frequencies, making it more immune to varying
lighting conditions.3 Soon after the success of OE, the ATV completed its first automated rendezvous and
docking maneuver with ISS.4 At far range, the ATV determined its relative position through GPS receivers
on both the ATV and the ISS, and in close range it used videometers that bounced pulsed laser beams off
of passive retro-reflectors, and image pattern analysis to estimate its relative pose.5
However, when the target spacecraft is not equipped with known markers, such cooperative pose estimation systems cannot be employed, and more advanced pose estimation technologies are required. Pose
estimation systems for uncooperative proximity operations, such as those relying solely on optical stereo
sensors, are currently an active area of research. Indeed, visual-based systems offer several advantages, such
as low power, mass and volume requirements.6 Building upon the U.S. Naval Research Laboratory’s Low
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Impact Inspection Vehicle program,7, 8 the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) Space Systems Laboratory recently developed the Visual Estimation for Relative Tracking and Inspection of Generic Objects
(VERTIGO) experimental facility.9 Consisting of a software/hardware upgrade to the existing Synchronized,
Position Hold, Engage, Reorient, Experimental Satellites (SPHERES) ISS facility, VERTIGO enables research and development of uncooperative optical-based relative navigation and mapping techniques capable
of achieving two main objectives: (1) performing a fly-around maneuver by relying solely on optical stereo
monochrome camera hardware and gyroscopes, and (2) building a three-dimensional model of a uncooperative object while simultaneously estimating the relative position, attitude, linear and angular velocities as
well as its centre of mass, principal axes of inertia and ratios of principal moments of inertia through a simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) technique. In 2013 and 2014, these techniques were validated with
the SPHERES free-flyer nanosatellites maneuvering in a six degrees-of-freedom microgravity environment,
inside the ISS Japanese Experiment Module.10–13 While the fly-around stereo camera system was simple
enough to be executed in real-time, the SLAM-based technique, due to its high computational complexity,
did not allow real-time operations (it required approximately 10 minutes to obtain a solution on a 1.2 GHz
x86 embedded computer). Also, while visual cameras are suitable sensors to solve the uncooperative pose
estimation problem, they are nevertheless susceptible to varying and harsh orbital lighting conditions and
camera calibration errors.
To overcome the inherent lighting condition
and calibration problems of optical stereo cameras,
Neptec’s TriDAR system uses a three-dimensional
laser sensor, and a thermal infrared imager.14 Considered as the current state-of-the-art pose estimation technology for uncooperative missions, the
TriDAR system uses preliminary knowledge about
the target spacecraft through an on-board threedimensional model to provide six degree-of-freedom
relative pose information in real time. The algorithms were optimized to use only 100 sparse points
from the laser sensor in an undisclosed variant of the
so-called Iterative Closest Point (ICP) algorithm.15
Space Shuttle tests on STS-128, STS-131 and STS135 missions to the ISS demonstrated a high pose
estimation accuracy achieved by the TriDAR system.14 During these missions, the thermal imager
was used to provide range and bearing information
for far-range rendezvous operations. One drawback
with TriDAR is his relatively high power and mass
requirements. While this is acceptable for larger ISS
cargo-resupply spacecraft, e.g., SpaceX Dragon, and Figure 1. TriDAR installed on Orbital Sciences Cygnus
Orbital Sciences Cygnus, this drawback could rule spacecraft. Courtesy of Neptec Design Group Ltd.
out the use of this sensor for smaller spacecraft missions, where available power and mass is highly limited.
In this context, this paper presents the design of an uncooperative pose estimation system that uses
a single thermal infrared camera and an approximate three-dimensional geometrical representation of the
target spacecraft. The proposed design uses an iterative algorithm that minimizes a global cost function at
each iteration step, to solve the model-to-image registration problem (also known as the simultaneous pose
and correspondence problem), which is defined as the determination of the 6-degrees-of-freedom pose given
a model of the object consisting of three-dimensional reference points and a single two-dimensional image of
these points.16 Note that three correspondences between object and image points is the minimum necessary
to constrain the object to a finite number of poses. Over the years, many solutions that specifically make
use of alignment techniques have been derived to solve the correspondence problem, which often result in
the use of geometrical, probabilistic, and iterative schemes. For example, Haralik et al.17 determined a wire
frame object position relative to the camera by using cones to transform a two-dimensional (2D) to a threedimensional (3D) matching problem to a 3D to 3D matching problem. Lowe18 used probabilistic ranking
of invariant structures to search for matches and use spatial correspondence to match 3D models. Pinjo19
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used 3D moment tensors to determine proper transformations relating two different orientations. Thompson
and Mundy20 defined a vertex-pair to determine affine transformation between a 3D model and a 2D image
using a clustering approach. Gavrila and Groen21 used a technique called Geometric Hashing to identify
an object in the scene by indexing invariant features of the model in a hash table, which is robust to up to
50% occlusion. Grimson and Huttenlocher22 derived a matching condition based on a statistical occupancy
model, and provides a method for setting threshold so the probability of a random match is minimized.
Jurie23 used a Gaussian distribution to model image noise in order to improve the probability of matching,
and he further used a recursive multi-resolution exploration of the pose space for object matching. More
rencently, David et al.24, 25 developed the Simultaneous Pose and Correspondence Determination algorithm,
referred to as SoftPOSIT, which will be employed as the centerpiece of the uncooperative pose estimation
system developed in this work.
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II.

Model-to-image Registration

This section first formally defines the reference frames, or coordinate systems, used in this work. Then, it
describes SoftPOSIT, which represents the core model-to-image registration technique used in the proposed
uncooperative pose estimation system.
The approach used in this study can be broken down into two main steps: (1) application of image
processing techniques, and (2) iterative pose estimation. This approach is a combination of a number of
existing techniques. Step 1 includes region segmentation and edge detection/line thinning for robust point
feature extractions. These point features are required for the task of model-based object recognition and
pose estimation in Step 2. Due to its ease of implementation and robustness, the pose estimation algorithm
used in this paper corresponds to the SoftPOSIT algorithm24, 25 which integrates an iterative pose technique
called POSIT (Pose from Orthography and Scaling with ITerations),26 and an iterative correspondence
assignment technique called softassign 27 into a single iteration loop. A global cost function is defined that
captures the nature of the problem in terms of both pose and correspondence and combines the formalisms
of both iterative techniques. The correspondence and the pose are determined simultaneously by applying
a deterministic annealing schedule and by minimizing this global cost function at each iteration step.
This section first formally defines the reference frames, or coordinate systems, used in this work and
second describes SoftPOSIT, which represents the core model-to-image registration technique used in the
proposed uncooperative pose estimation system.
II.A.

Coordinate System Definition

The spacecraft coordinate systems for two spacecraft relative to an inertial coordinate system located at
the centre of the Earth FLS are defined in order to compute the relative position and orientation between
the two vehicles. FCO and FSO describe the target client and servicing spacecraft (SS) orbit Local Vertical
Local Horizontal (LVLH) coordinate system respectively. Where x is in the direction of orbit motion, z is
in the direction of the inertial coordinate origin and y completes the right hand. FCS and FSS coordinate
frames describe the client and servicer spacecraft mechanical structural coordinate system respectively. The
structural coordinate system is fix the the spacecraft body located at mechanical coordinate of convenience.
FCB and FSB describe the client satellite (CS) and SS Centre of Mass (COM) frame of reference respectively.
The body coordinates are positioned at the vehicle mass center and is fixed to the spacecraft. It has the
same orientation as the spacecraft mechanical structural coordinate system. Finally, the camera coordinate
system FV W is located at the center of the camera lens on the SS, the camera has its z axis pointed out from
the boresight of the camera, with y axis pointed vertically down across the camera and the x axis making
the right hand. The 2-dimensional camera image frame Fia is centered in the image with x and y parallel to
FV W . Fig. 2 shows the various coordinate systems considered.
II.B.

SoftPOSIT

Consider the camera view of the CS with M points fixed to the body denoted by PWk where k = 1, . . . , M is
the number of point in the sequence. These points are the corner vertices of the CS body and are expressed
in the FCS frame. Fig. 3 shows the various camera coordinate systems considered. PWk can be translated
to be expressed in the FCB frame when given the COM position relative to FCS . When viewed from the
SS camera, PWk ’s image is denoted by pik . The position of PWk relative to FV W expressed in FV W and
3 of 17
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Figure 2. Coordinate system definition.

Wk
k
pik ’s position in Fia is denoted by rVV W,P
and ria,pi
respectively and their relationships to the position
ia
W
and orientation of the CS body frame can be found in Eq. (1) and Eq. (2) respectively.
Wk
Wk
rVV W,P
= rVV W,CB
+ RV W,CB rCB,P
W
W
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"
k
ria,pi
ia

1
0

= s(f )

0
1

0
0

(1)

#
Wk
rVV W,P
W

(2)

where s is a scaling ratio between the focal length and the z distance from the camera to the CS COM
expressed in the camera frame as defined in Eq. (3).
s=

f
rVzVW,CB
W

(3)

Suppose the initial position and orientation estimation of the CS body differs from the actual CS and the
projection of the CS on-board model. The projection of PWk on to the image plane (I1 ) will differ from the
actual camera image as shown in Fig. 4. The POSIT method suggests to project the physical world point
on to a plane (I2 ) that is parallel with the CS body frame FCB . Let wk be a ratio between the z position of
PWk and CB per Eq. (4)
Wk
rV W,P
W
(4)
wk = zV
V W,CB
rzV W
then by inspection of the two sperate similar triangles ∠(FI3 , FV W , PWkActual ) and ∠(FI2 , FV W , PWkP rojected ),
it can be shown wk can also be expressed as Eq. (5).
wk =

k2
kria,pi
k
ia
k
kria,pi
k
ia
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(5)
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Figure 3. Camera coordinate system definition.

Figure 4. Geometric interpretation of the POSIT computation.
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k2
Eq. (5) allows the computation of kria,pi
k. The other component that is required for the softassign process
ia
is the projected image of the on-board model. To compute this, the rotation matrix rotating a vector
expressed in the CS body frame to the SS camera frame is represented as Eq. (6)


RVx W,CB


RV W,CB =  RVy W,CB 
(6)
V W,CB
Rz

where RVx W,CB , RVy W,CB , and RVz W,CB are row vectors of the RV W,CB matrix. It should also be noted that
these are the unit vectors of the camera coordinate system (FV W ) expressed in the CS body frame (FCB ).
Using the unit vectors of Eq. (6), the on-board model’s image projection on to the image plane I1 can be
computed by Eq. (7)
#
"
xk
ia,pik
ria
=
yk
"
#
(7)
Wk
RVx W,CB rCB,P
+ rVxVW,CB
CB
W
= s(f )
Wk
RVy W,CB rCB,P
+ rVyVW,CB
CB
W
Eq. (7) can be re-formulated using Q and P matrices as defined by Eq. (8) and Eq. (9) respectively.
"
#
RVx W,CB
Qx = s(f )
rVxVW,CB
W
"
#
V W,CB
Ry
Qy = s(f )
rVyVW,CB
W
"
Pk =

Wk
rCB,P
CB
1

(8)

#
(9)

Finally, the distance between the model projected image and the actual image can be computed by Eq. (10).
dk =

q

(Qx · Pk − wk xk )2 + (Qy · Pk − wk yk )2
(10)

= |pikM odel pik2 |
= s(f )|P WkM odel P WkActual |

As a side note, Eq. (10) also shows the physical distance between the estimated model and the actual
spacecraft is a scaled multiple of the difference in image distance dk . Once dk is known, a Global Objective
Function E can be computed to sum over square of the image distance per Eq. (11).
E=

M
X

d2k

(11)

k=1

The minimum distance that would result in the model coinciding with the actual CS is the partial derivative
of the Global Objective Function with respect to the Q matrix per Eq. (12).
∂E
=0
∂Qx
∂E
=0
∂Qy

(12)

The solution of Eq. (12) is given by Eq. (13) and Eq. (14), which will allow best estimation of the CS
position and orientation that is optimally matched with the real image and real world spacecraft position
and orientation.
M
X
L=
Pk PTk
(13)
k=1
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Qx = L−1

M
X

wk xk Pk

k=1
−1

Qy = L

M
X

(14)
wk yk Pk

k=1
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For number of image points differ from the on-board model vertices, Eq. (10) to Eq. (14) are modified to
include an additional index j that can range between j = 1, . . . , N number of image points. The general
equation for computing Q is provided by Eq. (15) to Eq. (18) respectively. An example of the multiple
image and model points scene is depicted by Fig. 5.

Figure 5. Multiple image and model point example.

djk =

q

(Qx · Pk − wk xj )2 + (Qy · Pk − wk yj )2
(15)

j = 1, . . . , N
k = 1, . . . , M
where,
E=

N X
M
X

mjk (d2jk − α)

(16)

j=1 k=1
N X
M
X

L=

mjk Pk PTk

(17)

j=1 k=1

Qx = L−1

N X
M
X

mjk wk xj Pk

j=1 k=1
−1

Qy = L

N X
M
X

(18)
mjk wk yj Pk

j=1 k=1
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For the general case, a weighting correspondence variable mjk is introduced. mjk satisify a number of
correspondence constraints. A term α is introduced to allows the iterative minimization of the Global
Objective Function. To do this, two main iteration loops based on the softassign method by Gold27 are used
1. Compute the correspondence weight mjk . Using Sinkhorn’s method28 for loop iteration, this is where
each row and column of the correspondence matrix is normalized by the sum of the elements of that
row or column, the resulting matrix has positive elements with all rows and columns summing to 1.
The correspondence calculation for each loop is calculated per Eq. (19).
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2. The outter iteration loop is known as the deterministic annealing process. This process compute
kinematics i.e. to determine Qx and Qy , and to compute wk . To begin the annealing process, the
correspondence variable is initialized to Eq. (20). Where γ is some scaling factor and β increases on
every iteration until it reaches an upper limit or if the pose modification has converged based on some
tolerance.
mijk
mi+1
jk = PM +1
i
k=1 mjk
mi+1
jk

mi+1
jk

= PN +1
k=1

mi+1
jk

1 ≤ j ≤ N,

1 ≤ k ≤ (M + 1)
(19)

1 ≤ j ≤ (N + 1),

1≤k≤M

m0jk = γ exp(−β(d2jk − α))

III.

(20)

Pose Estimation System

The uncooperative pose estimation system is provided in Fig. 6. As shown in this figure, the system takes
as input infrared camera images. However, for preliminary testing of the developed system, simulated images
based on low-resolution CAD models are used to emulate camera images. Note that these low-resolution
CAD models are also used to generate the on-board point models that SoftPOSIT requires. Two examples of
such spacecraft CAD models were developed in this work, these are: Envisat and ISS, as shown in Fig. 7. The
low-resolution CAD model dimensions were used to generate an on-board model for the pose determination
software. More details on the on-board model generation is provided in the following section.
In addition to the on-board point model generation, upon initialization, the software performs an internal
calibration based on some saved images that will allow the software to determine the scaling between the
Cartesian space and pixel coordinates. The on-board point model generation and calibration is ran during
the initialization process or whenever the user makes the initialization request. In the main pose estimation
algorithm, three main components are used in determining the final position and orientation of the CS.
These components are:
1. image processing,
2. SoftPOSIT, and
3. coordinate kinematics.
The image processing phase computation involves cleaning, refining the input image, developing outline
of the image, and corner detect the image. This combination was found to have the best effect in finding the
boundary corner vertices. The image processing phase will be discussed in detail in the following section.
Once the image is processed, a list of coordinate is computed from the corner detected image pixels.
These image coordinates are passed into the SoftPOSIT algorithm along with the on-board model point
coordinates.
The SoftPOSIT point coordinates are provided from the Point Model Generation block. Based on the
position and orientation of the CS body, the on-board model point sets is further culled to remove the
hidden points that can not be imaged. The point culling procedure will be discussed in detail in the
following section. Once the image coordinates and on-board model coordinates are received by SoftPOSIT,
it performs an initialization and begins the deterministic annealing process and Sinkhorn’s iteration as
previously described. The final output of the SoftPOSIT algorithm provides a position of the CS body
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Figure 6. Spacecraft pose estimation software architecture.

relative to the camera expressed in the camera frame and the rotation from the CS body frame to the
camera frame.
Once the CS body frame position and orientation is known, it is passed into the third and final phase
of the algorithm for the kinematic coordinate calculation in to position and pose of the CS relative to the
LVLH orbit frame as well as relative to the SS body frame. The coordinate kinematics calculation block can
also provide updated coordinates to aid the image processing effort.
III.A.

On-board Model Generation

A coordinate generation algorithm was developed to convert basic solids such as rectangle, cone, ellipse
and cylinder (shown in Fig. 8) and build them into higher order spacecraft. Examples of the higher order
spacecraft built from basic solids are provided in Fig. 9. The generic routine takes the basic length, width,
height or diameter information in combination with the local body coordinate relative to the spacecraft
structural frame and generate an on-board model consists of a matrix of Cartesian coordinates. These
Cartesian coordinate represent the vertices on the on-board model. In the case of cylinder or ellipse, the
rounded surfaces are approximated by straight sides. The number of points for the round shape is entered
as input. Another matrix that is generated as part of the Point Model Generation process is the adjacent
matrix. The adjacent matrix describes how each vertices is connected to another and is of the order of the
number of points in the on-board model. Without any connections, the adjacent matrix is identity. For
example, if the on-board model coordinate 1 is connected to coordinate 2, then the adjacent matrix value for
row 1 column 2 is set to 1. If there is no connection, the adjacent matrix value is set to 0. Since coordinate
2 is also connected with coordinate 1, the adjacent matrix is a symmetrical.
III.B.

Image Processing

An eight bit 640x480 graymap image is supplied by a 43 mm lens and 40 degree field of view virtual 3D
model camera. The image is edge detected using the Roberts Cross method using threshold of 0.1.29 Based
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Figure 7. CAD models. Top row: high-resolution CAD models based on which the low-resolution models were created.
Bottom row: low-resolution CAD models used to emulate camera images and to generate the on-board point models.
Left column: Envisat models. Right column: ISS models.
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Figure 8. Elemental building shapes.

Figure 9. On-board models. Top: Envisat. Bottom: ISS.
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on experiments, the Roberts method produces less edges than the Canny’s method,30 but takes roughly half
the time to process. Once outer edges are detected, image points are generated using Harris corner detector
on the edge image. The last procedure is for the software to convert the image points into pixel coordinates.
Fig. 10 shows the results of the image processing, the CAD grayscale image is used to simulate the infrared
camera image input for Envisat and ISS simplified 3D models (upper and lower left respectively). This is
then edge detected and corner detected using Roberts Cross and Harris corner detection method respectively
(upper and lower right).

Figure 10. Pre and post processed image. Top left: Simplified Envisat CAD model image. Top right: Envisat Edge
and Corner detection. Bottom left: Simplified ISS CAD model image. Bottom right: ISS Edge and Corner detection.

IV.

Simulation Results

In this section, the SoftPOSIT algorithm is tested on some basic geometries then used against full
spacecraft models such as Envisat and the ISS.
IV.A.

Simple Cylinder Pose Estimation

Once implemented, the SoftPOSIT algorithm was tested against several basic shapes. The deterministic
annealing iterations for a cylinder body is shown in Fig. 11. The red dotted lines represent the camera
image, and the blue dotted line and lines represent the on-board model. The initial state is presented in
the upper most left image, The Six subsequent iteration steps are displayed to show the progress of the
SoftPOSIT algorithm. At each iteration, the on-board model is pushed towards the final image until finally
it is coincide with the image. It should be noted that the image points were deliberately degraded so it
does not have the perspective points of the cylinder back end. Without the perspective backend, there are
multiple solutions SoftPOSIT can take in wobble, since the backend points are not fixed. Furthermore,
when encountering a shape that is symmetrical about one or both axis, the SoftPOSIT algorithm cannot
distinguish between points from either side of the axis. This is particularly demonstrated in the boresight
axis in the cylinder example, where any boresight angle is a solution if there is no identification marking
on the cylinder boresight face itself. The symmetrical ambiguity is alleviated if the a-priori state of the
object is known to some degree. This allows an initial estimate that is close to the true object position and
orientation and therefore the solution would converge towards the true position and orientation. A cube
example is demonstrated in Fig. 12. In the first test, the target cube position and orientation with respect
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Figure 11. Matching a cylinder image using SoftPOSIT.

Figure 12. Matching a cube image using SoftPOSIT.
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to the camera is set to [0;0;5] meters and [0;0;0] degrees respectively. An error of 15 degrees was applied to
all axis in the on-board model to start the SoftPOSIT process. The left figure shows SoftPOSIT translate
from the initial (green) position to the final (red) position by the end of the annealing process. A second
test (centre and right figure) starts with cube position of [0;-2;5] meters and [135;-90;30] degrees a , similar
to test 1, an error of 15 degrees was applied to all axis in the on-board model. SoftPOSIT once again find
the final position and orientation. The final position and orientation error from the target is [0.004;-0.001;0.022] meters and [-0.163;-0.134;0.109] degrees. It should be noted that the picture resolution in this test is
640x480 pixels, and image detection of the corner points is the exact case. The accuracy of the SoftPOSIT is
proportional to the pixel density in the image. Both tests demonstrate the SoftPOSIT software can deliver
good position and orientation estimation base only on 2D images of the target object.
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IV.B.

Envisat Pose Estimation

An example of a mission that would benefit from the infrared-based pose estimation system is the disposal
of European Space Agency’s (ESA) Environmental Satellite (Envisat). Envisat was launched on March 1,
2002 and ended on April 8, 2012 due to an unexpected loss of contact. Due to the satellite’s significant size
and location of a highly populated sun-synchronous polar orbit of 796 km with inclination of 98.54 degrees,
it is deemed to be a high-risk space debris, as a collision with Envisat would result in significant numbers
of sub-debris in Low Earth Orbit. Recently, Kurcharski et al.31 investigated the spin rate of Envisat, and
determined it to be 1.33 deg/s counter clock-wise about an axis that is 62 deg from nadir. A simulated
Envisat via a Computer Aided Design (CAD) program is provided in Fig. 7. This shall be used as the
baseline model to test the pose estimation algorithm developed in this work.
Fig. 13 shows the initial position of the Envisat in blue on the right side figure at [3;3;3] meters and
[30;30;30] degrees, the final position is in red plot in the same figure at [0;0;50] meters [0;0;0] degrees. The
final error is [0.008;0.034;0.326] meters and [0.749;0.001;-0.144] degrees. Similar to the cube example, the
image detection of the corner points is the exact case.
Fig. 14 shows the SoftPOSIT calculation for a

Figure 13. Left: Envisat SoftPOSIT point to image match. Purple Circle-SoftPOSIT model points. Right: Envisat
SoftPOSIT initial and final pose estimation. Blue-SoftPOSIT Initial estimation. Red-SoftPOSIT Final estimation.

sequence of images from the CAD camera. The pitch axis rotation is tracked by the pose determination
software.
IV.C.

ISS Pose Estimation

Fig. 15 shows the initial position of the ISS in blue on the right side figure at [35;35;35] meters and [25;25;25]
degrees, the final position is the green plot in the same figure at [0;0;50] meters and [0;0;0] degrees. The
final error is [-0.043;-0.018;-0.005] meters and [-0.182;0.027;0.164] degrees. Similar to the cube and Envisat,
a orientation=[roll;pitch;yaw]

in degrees, in the pitch-yaw-roll rotation sequence
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Figure 14. Left: Envisat camera scene. Right: Envisat pose estimation. Green Line-Commanded Envisat motion Blue
Dots-SoftPOSIT estimation

the corner points used here is the exact case, higher error shall result when the input image is processed,
these errors will depend on the lighting quality and resolution of the image. Fig. 16 shows the SoftPOSIT

Figure 15. Left: ISS SoftPOSIT point to image match. Right: ISS SoftPOSIT initial and final pose estimation. Purple
Circle-SoftPOSIT model points. Blue-Initial estimation. Green-Final estimation. Red Dots-Final SoftPOSIT model
points.

calculation for a sequence of images from the CAD camera. The ISS is stationary and the camera traces
a circular path around the z axis. The orientation error between the two vehicles is tracked by the pose
determination software.

Conclusion
In conclusion, the SoftPOSIT algorithm was adopted to be used for spacecraft position and orientation
determination of an uncooperative target satellite. A MATLAB based software was developed to generate the
internal spacecraft model, read external simulated infrared thermal image videos, produce image coordinates
using Roberts Cross edge detection and Harris corner detection methods. Finally, the SoftPOSIT algorithm
was used to determine the spacecraft position and pose using the internal spacecraft model and video image
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Figure 16. Left: ISS camera Scene. Right: ISS pose estimation. Green Line-Commanded Envisat motion Blue DotsSoftPOSIT estimation

coordinates.
In the future, further developoment to incorporate a real infrared image for SoftPOSIT process would require robust internal model point culling, greater number of internal model edge points, to add environmental
background conditions lighting effects, and robust point processing of input images.
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